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American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road. Kansas City. Missouri 64108
(816) 4 74-5720

Fax: (816) 471-4903

Lucille A. Joel. Ed.O.• R.N .. FAA.N

President

Washington Office:
1101 14th Street. N.W.
Suile 200
Washington. D.C. 20005
1202! 789-1800

NEJv!mK

1986-1987

Unfunded.

1988-1989

Go, Geraldine

Lim, Flcn:ei::.:::e (77-78)
0:>In:y Islarxl Hospital
DeparbJent of Psydrl.at:cy

Ri.c:hameanea 'lbea> ,re
288 East 45th street

89-21187th Sb:eet
Hollis, NY 11423
(718) 454-6755 (hane)
(212) 690-8291 (work)

Judith A. Ryan. Ph.D.• A.N
Executive Director

November 9, 1988
Juanita K. Hunter. Ed.D., R.N.

President
New York State Nurses Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland. New York 12084
Dear Dr. Hunter:
Ve are striving to increase minority participation in their State Nurses'
Associations and ultimately in the American·Nurses' Association. Enclosed is
a list of the Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellowship Programs scholars, fellows,
and Alumnae that reside in New York.

I am hopeful that you will find this list useful.

I have also written a letter to each person on the list encouraging them to
actively participate in the New York State Nurses Association.
Thank you for your support and cooperation.

26010oeanPal:kway

Brooklyn, NY 11203
bane (718) 735-4122
went (718) 270-286l.

Alumnae 1979-1980

Alumnae 1980-1981

Alumnae 1981-1982

HOIDER, Barbara, Bl.D., R.N.
Nursing Resean::h
125 SChn:leders Ave.,11 G
Brooklyn, NY 11239
(718) 642-2459 (hm)
(215) 898-8821 (wk)

HDANG,Wei Wei, F.d.D., R.N.

~,Alma,

B!:.'0oklyn, NY ll235
(212) 934-9700 (hm)
(212) 934-9739 (wk)

Nm:sm.;

Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472-9795 (hm)
(212) 220-6450 (wk)

F.d.D. I R.N.
Bigher & Adult Bi.
100 SUrrmit Sb:eet
Brooklyn, NY 11231
(718) 624-8036

Alumnae 1975-1976

1983-1984

1987-1988

IX>SWEIL, Willa, l:h.D., R.N.

RD 3 Box 295 E. Clearview- Cr.
Hcpewell Junction, NY 12533

Span;ler, Zenaida S.
1005 Baylor Drive
Bin3hamton, New York 13903
home (607) 723-3974

I.ennon, Fln:a M.
88 P.rospect Parle West
BJ:0oklyn, NY 11215
bane (718) 788-7872
work (212) 305-3198

Alumnae 1977-1978

Alumnae 1975-1976

mJF.FIN', Janice, Bl.D., R.N.

GASKIN, Frances, l:h.D., R.N.
0nri.c:ul.um am
298 state street
Albany, NY 12210
(518)434-1610

Nursing

(914) 896-7838 (hm)
(212) 566-5620 (wk)

Clinical Psychology
100 west 94th street

Apt. 18 F

5 Han:fl.u'.q Bead

Hattie Bessent, Ed.D •• R.N.
Deputy Executive Director
Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellowship

New York, Ny 10025
(212) 666-0837
(212)725-4458

HB:rlr

1987-1988

1985-1986

,mclosure

Francis, stella P.

Lima-Issac, Maria
1645 Grand Ccn:x:m:se f6E
Bronx, NY 10452
(212) 299-7193 (bane)

Programs

660 E. 98 st. Apt. 5-B
Brooklyn, NY 11236

ANA - An Equal Opportunity Employer

NEW YORK
1986-l.9S7
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UnfuDjed
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~ : Flo~· .(77~78)

.fiie'ft;,,.;Go1 Geraldine

89-21. 187th. street
B:>JUs1 NY 11423
(718) 454-6755 (bane)

. - ;·, Richardeanea 'lhecdore

Comy Island Hospital
D:?partment of Psychiatry
2601 0Cean Parkway
Brooklyn, NY 11235
(212) 934-9700 (hm)

,.,

(212) 690-8291 (wcrlc)

1988-1989

'

288 East 45th St...-w-eet

Brooklyn, NY 11203
home (718} 735-4122
work (718) 270-2861

(212) 934-9739 (wk)

Al.umae 1979-1980

HUANG,Wei Wei, F.d.D., R.N.
Nursing
5 Hanfling Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472-9795 (hin)

125 Sc:broedeJ:s Ave.,ll G
Brcoklyn, NY 11239
(718) 642-2459 (hm)
(21.5) 898-8821 (wk)

-'A~uh/t~

l97S---XS76

Nursin3'

'

BD 3 Bax 295 E. Clearview er.
Hopewell Junction, l-if 12533
(914) 896-7838 (hm)

Alumnae 1.977-1978
RJFFIN, Janice, Bl.D., R.N.
100 West 94th Street

Zenaida S.
1005 Baylor Drive
Binghamton, New York 13903
heme (607) 723-3974

Isn.'1on, Eu...---a M.
88 Prcspect Park t·l'est
Brooklyn, NY
11215

AlUIImae 1975-1976

'

uGASKIN, Frances,

Albany, NY 12210
(518)434-1610

1987-1988

1985-1986

Frcmcis, stella P.

660 E. 98 st. Apt. 5-B

Brtx>klyn, N¥ 11236

~.D., R.N.

CUrriculum and Teaching
298 State Street

r~"'"e..
L:ilna-lssac, Maria
1645 Grand Concourse 4:6E

Bronx,

NY 10452

(212) 299-7193 (home)

MORNING

YE~·XXlD-Dn::o~, .AlJna,
F.d.D., R.N.
Higher & Adult :Ed.
100 SU!r..ni.t Street
Brooklyn, NY 11231

1987-1988

New York, Ny l.0025

(212)666-0837
(212)725-4458

/

1983-1984

{212) 566-5620 {wk)

Apt. 18 F

Alumnae 1981-1982

(2121 220-6450 (wk)
(718)624-8036
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'D:Snl., Willa, Bl.D., R.N.

Clinical Psychology

DATE._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Alumnae 1980-1981

/BU.DER, a:u:mza, Bl.D., R.N.
NursllXJ Resean::h

NCABHP

horr.e {718)788-7872

work (212) 305-3198
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Meeting of

•

AIIAMinority Fellows

~blic;. J:leji_ti~ns

.,;#'~i:i , . 2113 Wei1lm Avenue
·· ·
Guilderland, NY 12084
FOi

One Madison Avenue

REWSE: tweediate

of COllmJnieationa

F;iday, April 21, 1989
2:00-4:00 p.m.

COITACT: Barry Wald:an

(518) 456-5371

DUIJDRDI HQSPU'AL RURSII UK I'rPJ'MNUC COlfflJACT

AGENDA

H•• YorJc,·n - April 11, 1989 - After::;toar 110ntha of gruelincJ
&

Kathleen B. Colling, PhD, RN

negotiations, ~oraational picketing, ~amt

or-an

iJ1ainent atrika, the registered professional~ a~- - :

Prubytarian Boapital have agreed to the praiar
A.

BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR MEETING

B.

SHARED EXP~ENCES OF MINORITY FELLOWS
0~

c.

IDEAS/SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE ACTIVITIES WITHIN NYSNA

D.

FOLLOW-UP

mmitat COD~ct

in Xav York state. · Th• Bev York State HUrsas

raprasents the nura- at Presbyterian and at

1.0 other -jor

hospitals in Kev York City, believes thia outstanding aettlaent
bditting an outstanding hoapital vil.l. pave the vay

for

aillilar

contracts tm:oughout the city.
The nev package raiaa• starting pay 231.

Kore

significantly, tbanJm to sharply rising experience differential.a,
for incuwbeF. nurses vill. increase 26.61-651 over the

tvo-yeAr, four-•onth life of the contract.

Salariu for staff

nuraaa that nav range froJI $29,000-$32,600 vill riH to $31,500$44,000 retroactive to Dac:«aJ:>ar 1, 1988, and to $35,700-$52,700
by

end.

lfaXiama aalariu for nurse Jlidwivu and

certain other clinical specialists vill reach $66,730 by
December 1, 1990.
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CONT.ACT: ADne SChot1:, Director

New York, NY

Juanita K. Hnnter, EdD, RN
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fl1a aurau also won increase• in ahift, education, and

-cez:tl~ication differentials, and. full. tuition rei?lbura8lllent up to
18 c:.'"".:flita.

on the non-ac:onollic side, the hospital agreed not to

force nurau to---work overtime or outside their area• of
expert;iae.

NYSHA.plans toic:arefully aonitor the implaentation

of al.l pr9Viai~..:,-0, the~1,gr•ement.
0

The ~-Prubyterian m.uaterad all th•ir power to win
~,wtP.t•

In late March, hundred• of !Ula turned -out

for ___

pi~il1foDisfront of th• hospital, deJUU1ding a contract ai:aed at
racrirl.ting and retaining

Joining

thUl

ware fellow nurses

troll aavaral other large Hew York City hospitals.
ni early April, the RNa voted 1,051-10 to

for a fair

contract, and days later the two sides reached agreement.

"To

have a thousand nurses walk into a room and raise their hands in

favor of a strike is a key point in negotiations," said Tom
Da%1,y, Jf!SllA labor repruentative and chief spokesperson for the

nursea at Presbyterian.
ns& expects the

mad• by the nurses here will have an

ct on all nursing contracts in the state.
ftSD. ia the professional organization for registered nurses

in

Kev

York state and the oldest and largest collective

bargaining representative of RNs in the country.

represented nurs.. at Presbyt•rian sine• 1973.
ttttt

NYSRA has

THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
Council on Human Rights

The Veronica M. Driscoll
Center for Nursing
February 28, 1989
MINUTES

I. CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 10:00 a.m. by Dr. Kathleen Colling,
Chairperson.
II.

ATTENDANCE
Present

Kathleen CollinQ, Chairperson

Barbara May

Juanita Taylor

-

Absent

Carolyn Braddock
Claude H.H. Willis

Guests
Catherine Trotta, Nursing Student
Fred Greishach, Coalition for the Homeless
Staff

Elizaheth Carter, Deputy Director
Louise Kehn, Associate Director, Nursin~ Practice &Services Proqram *
Bernard Mccann, Associate Director, Legislative Program*
* Attended part of meetinq

rrr. INTRODUCTIONS
The memhers and guests introduced themselves.

IV. MINUTES - November 21, 1988
The minutes of November 21, 198~ were approved as written.

V.

REPORT ON LEGISLATIVE WORKSHOP ANO RECEPTION
8. May and J. Taylor reported that the banquet speaker and the workshops were
excellent. They discussed the Campaiqn to Stop the Nursing Shortage. The
press conference to kick off the campaign was well attended and the follow-up
statements in the media, both TV and press, were good.

VI. REVIEW OF COUNCIL GOALS
1. Recruitment and retention of ethnically diverse individuals into the
nursing profession.
This continues to be an onqoing interest.

-2-

2. Promotion of Increased Awareness of Optimal Nursing Practice Environments.
The Council discussed their proposed brochure to assist nurses
and nursing students to evaluate a practice setting, utilizing
the Arden House Consortium work.
a. Adequate Compensation Systems - B. May presented a draft
of this piece.
b. Staffing and Scheduling - J. Taylor had researched this
piece. The important items are flextime, self-scheduling,
staffing based on client acuity, mandatory overtime and
ancillary/professional staff mix.
c. Professional Practice Environment - C. Braddock was not
present. E. Carter will contact her to discuss this piece.
d. Staff Development/Education
The Council discussed this item and identified the important
aspects.
e. Chief Nurse Executive/Corporate Structure
E. Carter presented a draft for this piece.
f.

Further Work
E. Carter will work on the next draft and propose a budget
for this brochure for the next fiscal year.

3.

Influence the development of a Convention Workshop.
Dr. Edna Neumann and Dr. Dorothy Ramsey have agreed to serve as the
planning co11111ittee for this workshop which will be held on Thursday,
October 26, 1989, from 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. They will meet on
April 28, 1989 to begin the planning process.
The Councii suggested inclusion of a cultural assessment. Also,
the workshop. content might be broadened to include nurses who work
with culturally diverse clients as well as faculty working with
non-traditional students.

4. Collaborate with Other NYSNA Structural Units to Facilitate Nursing and
Health Care for the Homeless.
a.

Fred Greisbach, from the New York State Coalition for the
Homeless, joined the Council for this discussion as did NYSNA
staff Louise Kehn and Bernard McCann. Mr. Greisbach shared a
report on homelessness prepared by the Coalition.
There is a perception in New York State that homelessness is
a New York City problem. Affluent suburbs have generally
denied that they have a homeless population. However, there
is a growing population of homeless people being sheltered
each day. In rural New York State the homeless live in cars
or under bridges since shelters are not available. The growth
among the homeless is now primarily in women and children and
youths in the 16-21 year group.

-3-

The health care needs of the homeless include AIDS, substance
abuse, mental illness, prenatal and infant care, teenage
pregnancy and podiatry problems. All nutritional and health
care problems found in poor people are evident in the homeless
population.
Mr. Greisbach suggested the Council should look at health care
concerns related to poverty in general, rather than for the
homeless population specifically. When people are shifted
from shelters to substandard housing, they technically are
no longer homeless but still have health problems and continue
to need healtb and social services.
In New York City many shelters provide some health and social
services. Generally, these services are not available in
other counties.
There was some discussion as to how we might work together to
further our legislative agendas. The Coalition wishes to increase the Home Relief Funds and legal services to prevent
eviction. They further wi l1 press to restore the cuts in
Medicaid.
NYSNA shared its broad legislative agenda but specifically
noted that reimbursement for nurses would increase the health
care services for disenfranchised populations.
Mr. McCa~n shared information about a rally at the Capitol
scheduled for March 6, 1989, related to the New York State
budget.
b. The Governor's State of the State Message.
The Council will write to Governor Cuomo, stating their belief
that housing for the homeless is not enough. The homeless need
health and social services and specifically cost-effective
nursing services.
c. Council Visits to Shelters for the Homeless.
E. Carter will try to arrange for Council members to visit at
least one shelter in New York City, Westchester, or upstate
.
(Rochester or Buffalo).
5. Collaborate with other NYSNA Structural Units to Facilitate Nursing and
Health Care for the Elderly._
The Council reviewed the proposed Convention programs for the 1989 NYSNA
Convention. They would like to be included in the planning for the
program, "The Elderly: Needs and Problems - Elder Abuse, Pharmacology,
Alcoholism." Kathleen Colling has a particular interest in psychophannacology in the elderly.
6. Collaborate with other NYSNA Structural Units to Facilitate Nursing and
Health Care for the Medically Indigent.
Louise Kehn shared infonnation about the New York State Long Term Care
Coalition. The activities related to this Coalition are now legislative.

-4-

It is important to remember that this is a concern which crosses all
age groups. It is not an issue only for the aged.
7. Develop liaison Relationships with Other Ethnic Nursing Organizations.
A meeting with representatives of these organizations will be deferred
until September.
, 8. Ascertain Goals and Interests of the ANA Cabinet on Human Rights.
The Council reviewed a letter from ANA staff related to the goals and
interests of the ANA Cabinet on Human Rights. The Council is concerned
that none of the goals relate to international human rights issues.
The Council believes the Cabinet should be aware of and assertive in
defending human rights concerns around the world.
Kathleen Colling will contact ANA Cabinet Chairperson, Dr. Faye GaryHarris for dialogue around this concern.
Kathleen Colling informed the Council that she has been nominated to ..
run for the Cabinet on Human Rights in June 1989. The Council members
wished her luck and agreed to speak with ANA delegates who will be voting.
9.

An

Article for Report Related to Council Interests and Activities.

The Council briefly talked with Anne Schott about an article for Report.

VII. fEETING WITH ANA MINORITY FELLOWS FROM NEW YORK STATE
The ANA Minority Fellows from New York State have been invited to the Council
meeting in April to discuss ways in which they might become more involved in
the activities of NYSNA. President Hunter will convene and chair this meeting
which is exploratory in nature.
VIII. NEXT MEETING
April 21, 1989 - New York City Office
IX.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at 2:30 p.m.

~ -Kathleen
~ ;Co,11_
,,
i ng j'
Chairperson

KC:EC:k
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THE NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

-l

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

-~
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AGENDA #16

COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS

0

March 30-31, 1989
The Council on Human Rights held its second meeting on February 28, 1989.
meetings are planned for April and September.
I.

Future

1989 CONVENTION PLANS

The Council will sponsor a Convention workshop and sensitization program
related to Cultural Diversity in the Curriculum and in the Student Body.
Dr. Edna Neumann and Dr. Dorothy Ramsey will assist the Council in planning
this W!>rkshop.
The Council booth will highlight the activities and interests of the Council.

II.

1988 VOTING BODY RESOLUTIONS
The Council will assist the Community Health Nursing Ciinica1 Practice Unit
to implement the Resolution on Homelessness. In regard to this, the Council
invited Mr. Fred Greisbach from the New York State Coalition for the Homeless,
to meet with them. A good interchange occurred. The Council members plan to
visit some shelters for the homeless.

III. COUNCIL ON HUMAN RIGHTS GOALS FOR 1988-1989
A.

The Council will continue to work on recruitment and retention of
ethnically diverse individuals into the nursing profession.

B.

The Council will promote increased awareness of optimal nursing
practice environments. The Council is using the Arden House
Consortium work related to the Ideal Practice Environment to
develop a brochure for nurses and nursing students seeking employment. This brochure will assist prospective employees to assess
the nursing practice system in the interview process.

C.

The Council will continue to influence the development of content
related to cultural diversity in the curriculum and will develop
a sensitization program for nursing faculty working with nontraditional students for the 1989 Convention.

D.

The Council will collaborate with other NYSNA structural units to
facilitate nursing and health care for the homeless, the elderly
and the medically indigent.

;~
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E. The Council will develop liaison relationships with w~mbers of
ethnic nursing organizations (e.g., Black Nurses Association,
Hispanic Nurses Association and the Philippine Nurses Association).
Representatives of these groups will be invited to the September
meeting.
F. The Council contacted the ANA Cabinet on Human Rights to ascertain
their goals and interest and offered to assist or collaborate in
national and international human rights concerns as appropriate.
Chairperson Kathleen Colling has been nominated for the ANA Cabinet.

-2-

IV. ANA MINORITY FELLOWS
letter has been sent to the ANA Minority Fellows from New York State inviting
them to meet with Dr. Hunter and the Council in April. This is an exploratory
meeting to learn how these persons may become more involved in NYSNA.
A

4D ·
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Yo~
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School of Education, Health, Nursing., and Arts Professions
Division of Nursing

429 Shimkin Hall

Wawngion Square
New York, N.Y. 10003
Telephone: (212) 998-SJOO

iiabeth Carter
Deputy Director

COUNCIL ON HUf'AN RIGHTS
Kathleen Colling, Chairperson
Carolyn Braddock
Barbara May
Juanita Taylor
Claude Willis

March J.4, 1989
Juanita Hunter, Ed.O. R.N.
President
New York State Nurses' Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, New York 12084
Dear Juanita:
I am writing about an issue of concern which I feel may be
appropriate for action by NYSNA's Board of Directors or
functional units.

EC:k

3-10-89

As you may know, there are six Native American reservations
in Western and Northern New York state. On the national level,
the quality of health care in these settings is generally low
despite the high prevalence rates of alcoholism, adolescent
pregnancy and suicide. Nurses deliver care in these settings and
are certainly recruited from this population. It would be of
interest to know what, if any, involvement district nurses•
associations and NYSNA have regarding health problems of this
population, involvement of Native American nurses in
organizations activities, particularly the minority focus group,
and socialization/continuing education of nurses and potential
nursing recruits in the population.

I would appreciate any information which staff or volunteer
members could provide on these issues.
Sincerely,
MAN/as

Madeline A. Naegle, Ph.D., R.N.
President-elect
NYSNA

......_ L Orr. MN, RN
Encutlle Director

Constituent of The American
Nunn Anoclallon

Martha L. Orr, MN, RN
Executive Director

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

Conatit&ant of The Amerfan
...... Aaocbdlon

NEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION

2113 Western Avenue, Gullderland, N.Y. 12084, (518) 456-5371

2113 Weatem Avenue, Gulklerfand, N.Y.12084, (518) 456-5371

February 2, 1989

February 22, 1989

Some time ago NYSNA received a letter from Dr. Hattie Bessent indicating that
she had encouraged you to become actively involved in your state nurses association. This letter was forwarded to me for a response and after some research I
learned that the majority of the Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellowship Program's
scholars, fellows, and alumnae reside in tfew York State.

Hattie Bessent, EdD, RN
Deputy Executive Director
Ethnic/Racial Minority Fellowship Programs
American Nurses' Association
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas City, MO 64108

I soon began to imagine the many outcomes possible from your active participation.
I would very much like to explore this idea with you and would like to invite you

Dear Dr. Bessent:

to a meeting to discuss ways in which the minority fellows individually or collectively would work within NYSNA.

Some time ago, you wrote to me to say that you are striving to increase minority
participation of the Ethnic/Racial Minority Fello~ship Programs' scholars,
fellows and alumnae in their respective state associations. Thirteen members
of that group currently reside or work in New York State.

In consultation with our Council on Human Rights we have arranged a meeting for
the purpose of exploring this idea and have set the date of April 21, 1989 from
2:00-4:00 p.m. for this meeting. The meeting will be held at the NYSNA Hew York
City office at 1 Madison Avenue (23rd Street), 9th Floor.

After giving some thought as to how NYSNA could encourage this participation,
I discussed the idea with the Chairperson of the Council on Human Rights.
The outcome was an invitation by the council to the group to attend a meeting
on April 21 to discuss possible activities/programs in which the fellows
might participate. I also plan to attend that meeting.

It would be helpful for planning purposes to detennine your interest and ability
to join us. Please indicate your response on the enclosed card and return to
NVSNA by March 21, 1989.

It would be most helpful if you could encourage these fellows, scholars and
alumnae to attend this meeting. Additionally, the NYSNA Board of Directors

discussed your letter and offers the suggestion that in the future, participation
in the SNA be considered as a criteria for application to the program.

1
!i

Please feel free to call me or Elizabeth Carter, NYSHA Deputy Director, about the
meeting. I can be reached at (716) 831-3842.
I look forward to your positive response.

Sincerely,

Thank you for sharing this information with NYSNA and thereby raising our
level of consciousness about this matter. I plan to give you feedback aft~r
the April meeting.

Sincerely yours,
Juanita K. Hunter, EdD, RN
President
JKH/ker

Juanita K. Hunter, EdD, RN

JKH:k
Enclosure
(This 1etter ·sent to attached 1i st. )

President

~owt,l "Ffhn

Nursa · mm
rh,ta.

i

COUNCIL OF PRACTICAL NURSE PROGRAMS
OF
NEW YORK STATE

February 8, 1989
Ms. Kim Roberts
New York State Nurses
Association
2113 Western Avenue
Guilderland, NY 12084
Dear Ms. Roberts:
This is to confirm our telephone conversation regarding the scheduling
of a meeting between Juanita-Hunter and Karen Ballard of the New York
State Nurses Association and myself and members of the Executive Board
of the Council of Practical Nurse Programs of New York State.
The meeting is scheduled for Friday, March 17, 1989, at 3:30 PM in
Syracuse(Liverpool), New York.
Address:

Days Inn
400 7th North Street
Liverpool, New York
Telephone No. 315-451-1511

We are very much interested in maintaining a dialogue with NYSNA on
the status of nursing inNew York State. Of specific interest at the
time would be:
1.
2.

3.

Follow up on the R.C.T.
Possibility of a future meeting, to include CPN,
NYSNA and N.Y.S. Medical Society
NCLEX-RN and PN Test Plans
Sincerel ,

MED:rf

l

t

?~

ry ;::-y,avis, MA, RN
Chairperson
Council of Practical Nurse
Programs of N.Y.S.

.

PosmoN ST A TEMENT .lPPOSING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF

REGISTERED CARE TECHNOLOGISTS

The New York State Board for :\lursing, charged with advising the Board of
Regents on policy issues in nursing, strongly recommends to this Board that it oppose
any attempt to implement the Registered Care Technologist in New York State.
The American Medical Association {AMA) plan to initiate this new nonprofessional worker purports to address the extreme nursing shortage. This argument is
specious for the following reasons.

First, mechanisms including basic educational programs in nursing and career
ladder programs sponsored by institutions and unions already exist in this state. There
are obvious and compeHing reasons why these positions continue to go unfilled.

Poor

pay, poor working conditions, and lack of adequate recognition for the value of nursing
care are longstanding discentives to potential ap~licants to nursing. RCT programs will
draw from the same potential applicant pool as do licensed practical nurse and
associate degree RN programs. This will worsen even further the nursing shortage.
Second, data exist which document that the cost of preparing non-professional
workers like the RCT is high. Contributing to this high cost is the extremely rapid
turnover of these workers (as they gravitate toward better paying jobs), and the high
degree of professional supervision required for a task oriented worker.
Third, patients in hospitals today are sicker.

Care is more complex and with

prospective payment systems, patients have shorter hospital stays.

The AMA

curriculum focuses on the "execution of medical protocols at the bedside with special

emphasis on technical skiJl•.,

Safe effective health care calls for sound clinical judgment.

Given the

complexity of todays health care, placing task-oriented RCTs at the bedside will surely

lead to adverse patient outcomes with concomitant liability to nurses and physicians. In
particular jeopardy are the already vulnerable (and growing) segments of the population:

r

-

.
the elderly and high risk infants and children.
Finally, questions relating to sra.,dards, supervision, and scope of practice have
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yet to be addressed.
The New York State Board for Nursing offers the Board of Regents these clear

The nursing shortage has created a growing need and increasing interest among
individual nurses in using workplace strategies to address practice and
employment: issues. • As this fact has become more and more apparent, a number
of organizations. including several competing unions, have voiced a
willingness to provide the assistance nurses desire. It is, therefore,
extremely important that state nurses• associations recognize and take
advantage of opportunities to be responsive to che needs of individual nurses
while strengthening the profession.

and compelling reasons to opppose t'-:e AMA RCT t'ro;:>osat. We respectfuHy recommend
that the Board of Regents adopt and promulgate this p.,sition and continue its

leadership role in the state by strengthening incentives such as scholarships and
forgiveness Joans for all levels of nursing ed1Jcation in the State of New York.

The following workplace guidelines for
are targeted for use by individual SNA
material will serve as the basis for a
will be produced and made available to

cC

defeating the RCT and similar proposals
members, especially staff nurses. This
resource tool (e.g. fact sheet} which
SNAs for distribution by February 1989.

Nurses work in a multiplicity of environments. Some work sltuat:ions are
characterized by a stable staff. experienced managers, and an openness to
change. Other work situations are less ideal. The following guidelines are
applicable to all work environments.
Yor

lace Guidelines For Defeatin The RCT And Sim·lar Pro osals

Nurses all across the country successfully use workplace strategies to address
a wide variety of economic and practice issues. There are a number of
activities which can be undertaken by nurses in their particular ~ork settings
to minimize the likelihood that RCTs will be introduced.
Any time individual employees or a group of employees challenge an employer
about the utilization of human reso~rces, there is a degree of risk. The
degree of risk will vary depending on the srrategy being implemented and
whether an individual is employed at:-wi.11 or covered by a collective
bargaining agreement. Consequencly, nurses should be encouraged, before
implementing any workplace strategies, to assess the levels of risk they and
their colleagues are prepared to accept.
The following guidelines offer basic steps of action designed to garner
sufficient support to defe~t any proposal/attempt to introduce new bedside
caregivers.
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Organize nurses around t h e ~ ~ .

cl

o

Establish a steering committee to develop a specific plan of
action, including desired outcomes and a mechanism for
evaluating the effectiveness of various activities.

o

Select nurses to serve as floor/unit representatives on each
shift. These individuals will assume responsibility for making
certain that every nurse understands the issues at scake.

.
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0

0

..
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Hold routine briefing sessions to apprise nurses of the most
current information regarding implementation of the RCT
proposal and relevant information on the nursing shortage.

0

Create special communication tools (e.g. newsletters, telephone
trees) to maintain formal contact with nurses throughout the
facility.

0

Orient nurses .t.Q. be M the lookout .f9.I: pa~ticular types of
activities which could siimal
creation of~ pilot training
program qJ:: the introduction .2.f RCTs 2.t similar personnel in your
facilitv.

o

Nurses in teaching facilities need to be alert to:

0

0

o

0

Unannounced tours of the facility by "outside consulcancs."

o

The scheduling of meetings involving AMA representatives, the
educational director, faculty, and key administrative staff of
the facility.

0
!•1.,

...

···:i
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0

0

0

Draw attention to the real issues that must be addressed.

c.

The sudden availability of substantial resources designated for
a new type of training program.

d.

e.

Tours of the facility by "outside consultants" whose primai-.1
focus appears to be on staffing assignments/arrangements for
direct patient care.

f.

Announcement of the hiring of a personnel consultant with
little or no explanation of the individual's background or role
and responsibilities.

proposal to implement a new category of health care
personnel is not a solution to the nursing shortage.
Nurses are not abandoning bedside nursing activities in
pursuit of specialization and higher education.
The demand for nursing services has outstripped che supply
of nurses.
Resolution of existing problems can only come about through
a clear understanding of the complexity of factors
contributing to the shortage of nurses.
National nursing organizations, working together. have
delineated strategies to address the nursing shortage.
There is evidence that nursing's solutions to the shor::age
are working in a variety of settings throughout the
country.
A

the cooperation and support of eve-rv phvsician affiliated with
your facility. Keep in mind that most physicians are not members of
the American Medical Association and many do not support the RCT
proposal.

Requests for nurses' input regarding nursing-related functions
and duties which might be handled by different personnel.

o

Efforts to rewrite job descriptions and/or realign staff
responsibilities and accountability across job categories.
Management-scheduled reeeting(s) designed to solicit staff
support for the introduction of a new type of personnel at the

Collect the necessary data to refute the need for RCTs or
similar personnel in your facility.

b.

The announcement that an existing training program is the
subject of a special study.

.. ·.·... ·.·.1?'.·.·.·
.·
. "
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Delineate the major weaknesses of the RCT proposal, pointing
that the majority of these problems would also exist wi::h
similar proposals.
out

a.

All nurses need to be alert to:
0

~ide circulation of literaoire supporting the Ai.'iA proposal for
the registered care technologist or similar concept.

Build 5 persuasive case against the training and hiring .2f
2.t
similar personnel. It is quite likely that AMA's proposal for t:he
registered care technologist is only the first of many such
proposals. Nurses need to be able to effectively articulate
nursing's position regarding such personnel.

If nurses have been organized by the state nurses' association for
collective bargaining, existing local unit committees and
communication mechanisms can be used to accomplish these objectives.

o

Inclusion of an AMA represencative on t:he meeting agenda of the
hospital administrative snff, medical staff organization.
and/or hospital board of trustees.

0

~t

'

(

'--

0

Make sure physicians are familiar wit:h nursing's positions and
the progress being made in implementing nursing's solutions to
the shortage.
Encourage physicians to voice their opposition to the RCT and
similar proposals and to express their support of nursing and
its solutions to the nursing shortage.
Point out that the introduction of a pilot training program and
the employment of RCTs or other poorly defined personnel at: the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrutiny by the media.

V
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0

Emphasize thac the incroduccion of minimally ttained persoMel (

Use the collec~ive bargaining process S,2. address staffing concen-.s.
\lhere there is a collective bargaining concract:

at t:he bedside will compromise the qualicy of care, chus
jeopardizing the reputation of the facility and the personnel
associaced with it.

0

Enlist the assistance sf. the director sf. nursing/nurse e~ecu~ive Sg

convev nurses' concerns S2. other adminiscrative staff and the hru!!:si

0

trustees~

0

o

o

Provide the director of nursing/nurse executive with a wricten

list of well-documented arguments against the introduction of
RCTs or similar minimally trained personnel.

Hake sure the director of nursing/nurse executive is fully
aware of the short-term strategies for resolving the shortage
of nurses supported by the national nursing organizations and
'the progress being made in implementing these strategies.

o

Use existing nurse representation on facility committees to
raise concerns about staffing and the utilization of poorly
defined/minimally trained bedside caregivers.

0

0

cC

Lobby for greater nurse representation at the executive level
on administrative committees that are responsible for
institutional planning, implementation, and evaluation,
including strategic planning and short- and long-term policy
making.
Establish professional practice committees with nursing and
medical representation to monitor patient care outcomes and
nurture professional relationships.

0

Negotiate language providing for staff nurse input into
classific~tion systems that determine nurse-ta-patient: ratios.

o

Use contrac-cual committees to raise questions and concerns
about the functions. practice, and supervision of RCTs or
similarly proposed positions.

o

Review job-specific information provided by or available from
the employer. including the employee handbook and job
descriptions for personnel providing nursing care.

o

Consider policias in relationship to actual practices. Uncl~ar
policies and/or inconsistent application of policies could
facilitate the introduction of RCTs as well as impede efforts
to oppose the RCT or similar proposals.

o

Become familiar with the procedure for handling grievances.

Solicit the suooort of other health~ personnel who !!!!!.Y also be
experiencing shoreages and, therefore, be vulnerable~ subs~i=~=~on
at:t:empt:s.
o

0

Take advantage of committee meetings and other group sessions
to educate hospital trustees and other key decision-makers
about the problems of the nursing shortage, inequities in
nurses' salaries, non-nursing tasks performed by registered
nurses, poor working conditions, etc. Such information will
help focus greater attention on the real issues which should be
addressed.

Encourage implementation of management practices which would
increase RN involvement in development of institutional
·
policies regarding nurses' involvement in clinical decision
making. nurses' input in strategic planning and resource
allocations, and nurses' participation in peer review.

non-nursing functions.

Examine personnel policies governing relationships betveen personnel

Encourage the director of nursing/nurse executive to find
innovative ways co better acquaint hospital administrators and
members of the board of trustees with nursing roles.

o

Negotiate language setting limitations on nurses performing

in different depar:::::ents and across categories.

Increase shg involvement of nurses 2!l hospital decision-making and
planning bodies.
o

Negotiate jurisdictional language or language stating that only
bargaining unit members do bargaining unit work.

0

0

\..... -
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Hake sure other health care personnel are familiar with
nursing's positions and the progress being made in implementing
nursing's solutions to the shortage.
Encourage other health care personnel to voice their opposition
to the RCT and similar proposals and to express their support
of nursing and its solutions to the nursing shortage.
Point out that the introduction of a pilot training program and
the employment of RCTs or other poorly defined personnel at the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrutiny by th~ media.
Emphasize that the introduction of minimally trained personnel
at the bedside will compromise the quality of care, thus
jeopardizing the reputation of the facilit:y and the personnel
associated with it.

.

mu

(
development educators J;:.e. refuse S2 develop .2.t participate(
.Ql:-similar minimally tiair.ed personnel.

J.n training programs flu:

m

Hake sure staff development educators are fully aware of
nursing•s concerns regarding RCTs and any similar proposals.

0

Draw attention to the fact that 1:he execucive commit:t:ee of the
ANA Council on Continuing Education is urging staff development
educators in hospitals across the country to refuse to develop
or participate in proposed programs to train regis~ered care
technologists.

0

0

Point out that the introduction of a piloc-training program and
the employment: of RCTs or other poorly defined personnel at the
bedside are likely to trigger very close scrutiny by che media.

o

Emphasize that: the introduction of minimally trained personnel
at: the bedside will compromise the quality of care, chus
jeopardizing the reputacion of the facility and the personnel
associated with it.

Maintain the most current information~ the RCT proiece and~
similar proposals fili well~ shortai&e-related develoome:-cs.

o

Set up a network with nurses in other facilicies in the
immediate area.

0

Contact the state nurses' associatior. for the most current
statewide and national news on the status of the RCT project
and nursing shortage. In cum, keep the SNA informed of
pertinent activities in your facility/area.

C

If it is apparent that your employer is preparing!!! tra~n RCTs or similar
health care personnel:

o

j

j

.f

e.

f.
o

If it is apparent that your employer is preparing ,te introduce RCTs or similar
health care personnel:
o

Formally request the Nurse Executive, CEO, Medical St:aff
Organization. Housestaff Organization (if applicable). and
Hospital Board of Trustees to respond to the following questions:
Yill the facility's liability insurance cover acts of a new.
untested category of direct care provider?
b. How will existing staff be oriented to the preparation,
functions, and role expectations of the RCT?
c. Who will make decisions about: which clinical areas vill be
assigned to RCTs?
d. What: plans will be made for day-ca-day assignment: and
supervision of RCTs?
e. How will RCTs be factored into patient classification systems
to determine staffing complements?
f. 'What funding will be used for RCT salaries and benefits? How
will these allocations affect the compensation available for
existing s·taff?
g. Yill physician peer review include assessment: of skill in
supervision and utilization of RCTs?
a.

o

Notify the hospital risk manager and hospital insurance carrier
about nurses' concerns related to the introduccion of RCTs. Ask
for opinions regarding the answers provided by t:he facility (or
lack of answers) in response to questions about RCTs.

o

Determine what quality control mechanisms and data exist to make
sure clinical programs and patient outcomes vill not suffer.

o

Plans for the development of the program
Fu.~ding sources for the training program
Proposed clinical sites for trainees
Proposed clinical supervision for trainees
Hospital and nursing staff liability for negligent care
provided by a trainee, i.e. overlapping assignments between
permanent nursing staff and trainees
Legal authority for trainee practice

Notify the hospital risk manager and insurance carrier about
liability concerns. Ask for opinions regarding the answers
provided by the facility (or lack of answers) in response to
questions about RCT training and supervision.

Determine what quality control mechanisms and da1:.a exist to make
sure clinical programs and patient outcomes will not suffer.

If RCTs or similar health care personnel are actuallv

Formally inquire of the Nurse Executive, CEO, Medical Staff
Organization, Housestaff Organization (if applicable), and
Hospital Board of Trustees about the following:
a.
.b.
c.
d.

o

~t-

by your employer:

Document staffing concerns.
a.

"Assigillltent Despite Objection• forms may be used in either
contract or non-contracc settings. (Note: It would also be
appropriate to print the E&GY Cabinet's statement: on
accepting and rejecting assignments.)

b.

Note on patients' charts every time an RCT is present. State
the good faith belief that staffing is not safe enough co
assure quality care. These notations are likely to draw the
attention of the hospital's risk manager. Nurses may be
directed to stop making such notations. Should this occur.
request that these directions be placed in writing with an
accompanying rationale.

o Make sure that ~uality control mechanisms are in place and that
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Background and Context
The introduction by the American Medical Association of a new category of
bedside care provider. the registered care technologist (RCT). is a direct
challenge to nursing. It can best be understood within the political context
of a direct assault by organized medicine upon the growing influence and
competitiveness of professional nursing. It must be met with a political
response.
Guidelines:
Defensive Stratezv

..

The first action must be defensive, and the first activity of that
defense must be the gathering of information.
Each SNA must monitor for any signs that the RCTs are being introduced in
their state. This includes both pilot projects and political activity.
Rumors should be investigated and an "ear kept to the ground" for any
signs of RCT activity. Each SNA must also monitor and analyze the
message behind the public positions that are taken by individuals or
state medical societies.
Upon discovering any signs of activity, information should be reported to
Karen S. O'Connor. director of ANA's nivision of Nursing Practice and
Economics immediately, so tiiat a coordinated effort can be organized. ANA
will provide resources and consultation to a AMA-targeted state.
Offensive Str~teo-v

-

It is the goal of the A,.~A that we defeat the establishment of RCTs, and
that we maintain, unequivocally, the right of nursing to conduct its own
professional affairs, thus allowing a more equitable relationship to
develop with organized medicine. A possible strategy includes the
introduction of nursing•s own pre-emptive legislation, such as sunrise
legislation and the encouragement of discussion and dissension regarding
the AMA's RCT position among health and medical providers. It is also a
goal to nold the American Medical Association accountable for its pu~lic
sea.cements of support £or nursing's solueions co the shortage.

.

•
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Preparatory Political Activieies

Organizations should be idencified vich potential interest in
che outcome of this issue.- and a •spin• given to the issue ~o
indicate why their group should vane to assist nursing in this
effort.

There are certain fundamental political tasks necessary to the completion
of any effective public policy program.
They include:

Public Relations

Nursing Education and Organization

Every news story needs a •hook,• and che hook A."t~ is usi~g is
the shortage. Additionally. there is the hidden hook of the
public's presumed interasc in what physicians have co say.

Nurses are unified in their opposition to the RCTs. However,
continuing education noeds to occur to ensure that the AMA.'s
propaganda does not succeed in confusing the issue. This
education should be conducted among your own SNA membership and
among other nursing organizations. Further, should a site in
your state be chosen for a pilot project. nurses at that
location should be educated on the subject.
Discussions bet-«een the SNA leadership and other nursing
organizations concerning the RCT issue and nursing's response,
should be initiated and maintained over whatever period of tiQe
is necessary. Mose SNAs have held successful •nursing summits"
to discuss the issue and have forged a unified plan for the
state, as,-has A..'l'A at the national level. A meeting of such a
nature not only ensures communication and collaboration among
nursing groups, but serves to head off attempts by the AMA to
divide and conquer.

-

Nursing has two pote~tial hooks. The first is nursing's
solutions for the shortage. about which you have received
materials from ANA. The second is cite qualicy of care issue.
In order to get this message across, the media must be
contacted and interested in going with the story. This can be
especially effective at the local level, where local nurses
should be identified and briefed to carry the story to
newspapers, shopper publications. and local 1:alk sho~s.
Additionally. letters to the editor from local nurses in local
newspapers will be effective.

Cr

It is essential that all media activity be coordinated through
the SNA. This will ensure that appropriate persons be
identified as spokespersons and that they can be briefed on all
of the major issues prior to any public outreach.

......

Interaction among nursing organizations to follow up on the
initial meeting should be maintained, particularly with respect
to monitoring any state developments.

In addition to the media, another forum for public relacio~.s is
public meetings. Clubs and organizations often seek soeakers
to fill out programs. SNA-identified and trained sook~soersons
can be offered to local organizations to explain th~ nur;inshortage and the inadequacy of the AMA's response. Some of!:>
these meetings may take the form of debates with A."i.~
representatives. Again. SNA-identification and training are
essential to ensure that the proper message is delivered.

SNA membership should be kept fully informed about the issue
and motivated to participate in any activities the SNA deems
appropriate. This can be done through your SNA publicaeions,
phone trees, and at district meetings. District presidents
should be kept fully informed and asked to conduct programs on
the RCT issue, the ramifications for the autonomous practice of
nursing, and the nature of nursing's response.

Self-Assessment

Politically active nurses (members of the legislative
committee, PAC, CDCs) should be thoroughly briefed on the issue
so that they may incorporate nursing's response into their
discussions with political figures.

In order to detemine the appropriate level of involvement for
your SNA, ~t should prove helpful to first survey your existing
resources.
Three basic questions need to be asked: where does your SNA
fit in terms of the health care politics of your state; ~hat
are your internal capacities for carrying out these programs;
and what are che points at.which you must decide the
appropriate level of your SNA • s involvement?

Coalitio1;1.s
Coalitions should be formed around this issue, whether or not
there appears to be RCT activity in your state. This will not
only serve as a preventive measure, but will offer an
opportunity to educate others about professional nursing, and
to form alliances that could be useful at other times around
other issues.

-3-
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State Health Care Politics
The first step is to review the political influence of your SYA and the
state medical society, and try to come up vich a relative assessmenc.

.. f
. c·~ \
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You m~ght find it helpful to chart the answers. The following quest:ions (
need to be answered for both your SNA and the state medical society.

.5.

t

SNA Structures

-·~
j
.,

The ability of your SNA co respond will depend to a large
extent on the struceures you already have in plac:e. The most
relevant of th~se will be ccmmunicat:ions, political nec-Jorks,
and decision-making structures.

l.

How much PAC money has each group donated in the past election?
Special attention should be paid to PAC donations to members of
committees that would hear the proposed ANA legislation, or
that would have jurisdiction over any proposed AMA legislation.

2.

What were the major successes and failures of each group in the
past legislative session? Vere failures indicative of any
pattern of weakness in certain committees or among specific
legislators? Can these weaknesses be exploited?

Communications - How do you communicate with your membership?
Yith your leadership? Hew much lead-ti.me is required to
transmic a communic:ation? Most SNAs have a regular means of
communication such as a newsletter or other publication. How
often is this printed? Yhac happens in the interim.?

3.

What is the assessment of influence of each of the groups in
key committees? You may wish to ask the candid opinion of a
neutral party. Do not assume that heavy PAC contributions from·
the AHA is an equation of influence, although it is always a
factor.

There are other communication structures you may also have in
place, such as telephone trees and district and local meecings.
How can these be used to get the message out when it is time to
educate and mobilize?

4.

~ t i s the assessment of influence with the executive branch?
Did either group support the present governor? How susceptible
is health care administration in your state to politics? Does
either group maintain good staff relations with the regulatory
agencies? The board of nursing?

s.

Does either group have good press relations? Can either group
generace editorial comment in its favor? Does either have a
press staff person or consultant?

6.

How would a legislator answer the question, "Yho speaks for
nurses?•

C

(

In addition to the SNA and state medical society, other groups may play a
key role in your state's health care politics. Rank these groups in
order of influence with the legislature. Where would your SNA fall in
this rank? If one of these groups is particularly powerful, answer the
questions above for that group.
Internal Capacities
No SNA wishes to be in the position of over-committing its limited
resources, despite the urgency of the problem. To determine the eKtent
of your internal capacities to deal with the RCT problem, you should
first survey these capacities realistically, and review-potential
ramifications to the political and objective realities of the SNA.

.

.

Decision-Making Structures - SNAs have varying ways of arriving
at decisions, involving a variety of officers and staff. It
will be helpful to determine in advance which individ:.ials and
entities within your SNA must be kept infor::ted and/or be a
party to decision-making. How quickly can decisions be made?
~at approval do they require? ~o is accountable to ~hom?
Potential Ramifications
Strong action usually evokes strong reaction. These reactions can be pos1t1ve
or negative. As part of your self-assessment, you should reviev these
potentialities and determine how they would effect your SNA.
Undoubtedly, your relations with your scate medical society will be changed.
In some states, there has already been a positive reaction, and the medical
societies have chosen not to participate in the AHA program. In most states,
however, the medical societies vill go along with the AMA, and will viev your
SNA's activities as a direct challenge.

Resource Survey
There are three major resource areas you should review:
finances, staff and volunteer time, and membership

cC

Political Neeworks - Many SNAs have political nec-Jorks in
place. These include legislative net-«orks, PAC committees, and
Congressional District Coordinators. Members involved in these
net.Works are most likely to respond to the need co participate
in ~,his program. Their leadership should be included, ~herever
possible, in the RCT response, and the net"Jorks acti'lated for
information, education, and mobilization. Again. these
net.Works have a track record ~hich you should evaluate in
determining how much responsibility co place with :heQ.

'-\.....

This could be a good time to consider what you want from your relationship
with your state medical society .. You h3ve probably already opposed them and
cooperated with them in the legislature. Undoubtedly, they are very powerful.
If they choose to be vindictive, how C3n they hurt you? Is ~here anything
they will oppose you on th.:it they would not have ordinarily done so? Is there

National Black Nurses' Association, Inc.
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cooperation you will need soon on an agenda item? Are your relations
collegial or paternalistic? Have they demonstrated respect for nursing?

Deceober 198S

Similar questions need to be asked about your relations with other members of
t:he health community. Do they perceive nursing as an independent force to be
dealt with unilaterally? Do they respect the medical society or do they
resent it? Are there cooperative items on your agenda? How might they be
affected?

Dear Colleague:

Consideration should be given to your legislative agenda. If you have urgent
items for the next session, review whether or not requesting favors from
legislators and staff on the Rct issue will interfere with the accomplishment
of that agenda.

C. Al,c,a Georges

Consider also the way in which you are viewed by the political establishment
in your state. ~ill this professional •declaration of independence" enhance
or hinder chat stacure? How much in debt are they to the medical society?· Do
they understand the relationship between nursing and medicine? Do they need
education? Similar questions should be applied to the media in your state.
Finally, consider the ramifications in terms of nurses in your state. Yill
this serve as a unifying force under the leadership of your SNA? tlill your
members take pride in the SNA's leadership in response to this threat? Can
potential members be recruited.through this issue, providing another answer toe (
the question, •"1bac would the SNA do for me?•

o

o

Brome. New York
Prasident

Oa,sv L Alford

Columbus. Ohio
1 st Vice President

Lnaa Burnes Bolton
Los Angeles. CaMornia

2nd Vice Presiden1

Barbara J. Pauerson

Aoe1on1. Mar,1ano

S.crwtary

Pau.c,a A Tomokins

Wash1n91on. O.C.

Treasurer

Lauranne Sams

TlJskecee. Alabama

President Emeritus
Qchellalong

• Los Ani)eles. C.a1,to,n,a
Immediate Past President

Recommendations:
o

The National Black Nurses' Association, Inc. would
appreciate having the enclosed Press Releases printed
in your newspaper, magazine or used as a Com0unity
Servi~e announcement on the radio/television.

Shirfev A. Carpenrer

Balt,more. Mar,lano
Valene D. George

that t:he state nurses' associations conduct a political selfassessment and determine the level of involvement and resources
necessazy to defeat the RCT

Shaker He1gn1S. Oh,o

MaeKGo.ns

M,am,. l'londa
Historian

that consultation by the SNA be sought from the ANA Division of
Governmental Affairs to assure a position of strength in those
instances of questionable capabilities

BetsvL Hams

Boston. Massacnusens

BenveD.Lewis

Houston. Texas
LcS.rtha Melton
San Franc1SC0. Cahloma

that state nurses' associations increase efforts to have nurses
appointed to key regulatory positions

Patneia McManus

Milwaukee. w,sccnsin

Bobble J. Pnmus
Allanta. Georgia

KSO:ds:ll/30/88

Hilda Roctlards

Indiana. Penns..ivanoa

Sa,>,dra M. WellD

Chicago. llllllOIS,

MetissaWeir

Brooldvn. New Yo<k
StudentRep,esantative

BetlV Wilftams
Los Angeles. Caiolomoa

.,

tt

Pllrlime..-iM
SadatoS.HalmeS
Wishtlqton.
Eucutive DifKIM

oc.

If you need further information, please contact the
National Office at the address above or call
(202) 898-5232.

k.6

Sincerely,

uA

()

j/

/-/,

a..?11r¼1....1a ?G"Llt1l._

Barbara Jeffers Patterson
Public~ty Chairperson

Enclosures:
BJP/nmc
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NATIONAL BLACK NURSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.

,~•

,,-.-

1011 NORTH CAPITOL STREET

WASHINGTON, D.C.

1

N.£.

20002

Post Conference Press Rel.ease
CONTACT: (202) 898-5232

PUBLICITY CHAIR:

BARBARA JEFFERS PAT7ERSON

RELEASE DATE
IMMEDIATE

PRESIDENT OF THE NATIONAL BLACK NURSES' ASSOCIATION, INC.,

C. Alicia Georges, RNC, MA, announced today chat the National Black

Nurses• Association, Inc., at its 16th National Institute and Conference, August: 7-11, · 1988 in Washington, ·•D-.C. ;~-voted ·unanimousl.y · to
oppose

the development of the Registered·care Technologist and to

promote nursing personnel. as Providers of Quality Nursing Care for

Black Americans.

The National Black Nurses' Association, Inc. is

an organization of Black registered nurses, licensed practical/voca-

tional nurses and student nurses.
1971.

The Organization Yas founded in

Two of the Association's objectiv~s are to:
1.

Define and determine nursing care for Black consumers for
optimum quality of care by acting as their advocates.

2.

Recruit, counsel and assist Black pe~sans .interested.in
nursing to ensure a constant procession of Blacks into the

field.
For further information, contact:

Sadako S. Holmes, R~, MPH
Executive Director

Xational Black ~urscs' Association.
1011

:.torch Capitol

~ashington,

n.c.

( 202) 898-S 232

Alt.ac:hm~nts

Street,

20002

NE

Inc.

NATIONAL BLACK NURSES" ASSOCIATION, INC.
RESOLUTION NO. 10;
Promotion of Nursing Personnel as Providers
of Quality Nursing Care for Black A0ericans.

WHEREAS. Black Americans continue to s~ffer excess death and disabil~ties as a resul~of -chr4n~c-illness and infant mortality;
and

WHEREAS, Black Aaericans.expericnce these health problems due
i.n part, to inadequate access to the healcb care system, and its
providers; and

WHEREAS, Black nurses are ~ell-prepared. culturally sensitive
providers of health care; and
WHEREAS •. The BBHA~s goais.are ~o increase ~he number and qua1ity
of nursing care providers for the Black community; and
WHEREAS, there already exists sufficient categories of licensed
nursing care providers such as RNs, LPNs/LVNs; and the creation
cf a nev cacegory of healch care providers, na~ely, registered
care cechnicians (RCT) vill further confuse health care consumers and
divert resources for the education and training of these nev
healcb care vorkers; and

YHEREAS, the perilous health conditions of all Americans,particu-

larly Black Aaericans.~andate that they be cared for by educationally vell-prepared nurses; and

YHEREAS, the real solution to the nursing shortage requires equity
;

i
;
i

i
;

:

in the revards received by all licensed nurses.

Be it therefore

RESOLVED, that the National Black Nurses' Association opposes the
creation of the RCT and recommends the continuous utilization of
currently licensed categories of nursin~ personnel.
Be it further RESOLVED that, XB~A vork in collaboration with Black
community organizations and other concerned groups in an effort
to deter the efforts to initiate the development of this new category of Yorkers.

j

Be it also RESOLVED that ~B~A York to promote efforts to promoc~
rcvards for all categories of nurs~s. ~s ~ell ~s the ~tlraccivcness of Che nursing profession. so that rnorc persons will desire
positions in nursing, thereby contributing to the elirnin~tion
of the nursing short~gc.
ADOPTED August

11, 1988.

Ill

INTRAVENOUS NURSES SOCIETY. INC.
February 20, 1989

New York Stata Nurses Association
Juanita Hun-cer, President
2113 Western Avenue
Albany, N.Y.
12084

Dear Ms. Hunter,
The American Medical Association's intent to introduce Registered
Care Technol~gists fRCT's) into the health care realm will frag~en~ the entire health care system. Rather than assist in allavi~tin~ the increases demand for registered nurses, i~plemencacion
will increase the burden already placed upon these professionals.
Concerns which remain unresolved and without an acceptable
solution proposed by the AMA include:

1.

Where will the qualified candidates for these
positions come from, when currently vacancies
exist in our nation's nursing schools?

2.

What salary level will be adequate to attract
guali~ied candidates when, despite increasing
salaries of nurses, nursing positions re:ain
vacant?

3.

The AMA states the RCT will be responsible to
physicians Yet, they e:,cpect the registered nurse to
supervise their actions.

S~nction of the RCT by state officials and health care facilities
will decrease the quality of care rendered to residents of this
stace.
~are which for years. has been effectively rendered under
the au~pices of the nursing cc?!ll!lunity.
This program, at the ta~payers expense, will not produce cosc
effective health care.
Funds which would be better utili=ed to
improve our nations health care system would be squandered.
l-lursing as a profession is mounting a united front against the
RCT proposal.

Your support in the suppression of another level
personnel is solicited and appreciated.

of health care

Sincerely,

L"·· , .,:r,/.t.
.'4.,..

• .t... ;.- _.,.

•

/1'/J,,,.

. _'.t, - (.(. T<:.
I

/

I

,,_

Deborah Caruso. R.N. President. N.J. c~apter

Intravenous Nurses Society

Nevv Jersey Chapter. 165 Central Avenue. ROChelle Park. N.J. 07662 • l201J 843--8204
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These recommendations seek to preserve the association's historic
mission and membership through a more modern structu~e 1) advancing
ANA's transition into a federation of member state nurses'
associations of diverse interests and circumstances, 2) reflecting
dynamic societal trends and contemporary corporate arrangements and 3)
emphasizing linkages and coalitions as a means of maintaining the
integrity of the association and solidifying its position within
organized nursing. General guidelines have been developed for the
generation and allocation of resources for those functions through
which the mission of the association is conducted.

o The coumission ·studied a number of methods proposed to strengthen
relationships among ANA's member state nurses• associations (SNAs).
and between SNAs and the ANA, and between the association and other
organizations at both the state and national level. These proposals
~ncluded provision for greater structural flexibility for SNAs,
including the oppoLtunity for group membership. At the national
level, possible means, ranging from organizational membership to seats
in the ANA House of Delegates for constituencies other than SNAs,
joint ventures, coalitions, and mergers, were evaluated.
o

The commission analyzed numerous options to increase the membership
and resource base at the constituent and national level, and has
recommended those believed to be most promising of success.

o Ways to increase the efficiency and responsiveness of the organization
were carefully considered, including the shifting of non-essential
prescriptive detail from bylaws to operating rules, consolidating
fixed govemance structures to serve specific long range planning
functions, and emphasizing an issues management approach for
addressing immediate, short range problems •

2
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The goal of the ANA Commission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal is to
strengthen the American Nurses' Association on behalf of its members. the
nursing profession and the American people through study of its structure.
function, membership base, and interorganizational relationships. In its
analysis of issues facing the organization and options for their resolution.
as responded to through a survey of intemal and external respondent groups,
the conunission has proposed a number of recommendations.

.,

. ,.- ...
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The commission also gave careful consideration to means of providing
optimum internal governance structures and external relationships. as
appropriate. with respect to such specific functions as standard
setting, credentialing, economic and general welfare programs, and
with respect to such fundamental elements as practice, education, ·
research. human rights, and ethics.

o planning and direction for the preferred future
o venture capital development

- The following ANA program.s be self-sustaining:

these recommendations were developed by the commission issue by issue.
some recommendations may be repetitive. Briefing papers have been designed to
reinforce and cross-reference one another. It is therefore particularly
important to review all issue briefing papers carefully to put each
recommendation into its meaningful context.
Because

l!

o continuing education
o certification
o accreditation of continuing education
o individual SNA member benefit programs
- ANA provide some administrative support to the American Academy of Nursing
for the near future,. and support those additional programs of .AAN that show

the greatest promise for contribution to the growth and development of the

ANA,. considering other programs of the Academy self-sustaining.

Recoamendations

- ANA support administrative ma.~tenance of the ANA-Political Action Committee

for the near future,. but consider all direct expenses related to fund
raising and candidate contribution to be self-sustaining,. and

l•
'

In consideration of the objectives of the project. and having studied the
,;ignificant issues facing the association. and consulted with relevant groups
on those issues and a range of options for their resolution, the commission
makes the following reconaendations.

- ANA support some administrative maintenance of the American Nurses'
Foundation for the near future, considering programs of AMF to be self-

sustaining.

On Organizational Mission, COAR recoimnends that:

- In the generation and allocation of r e s ~ to conduct

On Maintenance of a Viable Constituent in Every State. COAR recommends that:

the mission of the

association,. the following~ mission activities be funded by ANA dues
assessment revenue:

o definition and control of nursing practice/~taodard setting
o data base :maintenance
o liaison activities
o government relations
o political education
o clearinghouse and coordinating functions for constituents
o economic and general welfare
o cc
mj r-ations
0

issues :management

o performance of the spokesperson role

- The Constituent Forum and ANA Board of Directors discuss means to facilitate
or promote interstate agreements for the purpose of strengthening SNA.s.

- The ANA Board of Directors investigate the interest of USA nurses overseas
in forming one or more ANA constituents.

I

r
I

I~

- The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for:
o multi-st.ate constituents. and
o one or more constituents fer USA nurses overseas.

o intemational representation

- Crant:s,. contracts,. other develo~tal funds and ANA dues assessment revenue
be used 1:o ftmd the following growth activities:

On ANA Membership and Definition of AHA Member, COAR recommends that:
- The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for a nev category of organizational

membership at the national level that vould be differentiated fna
constituent membership in the following ways:

o data base dewlopa!nt
o research and developamt
3
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Heahersbip A
(Constibleat Membership)

Membership B
(Organizational Membership)

On Criteria and Organizational Arrangements for Membership in SNAs. COAR

1. ·State Burses Associations (SNAs).,
Hul.ti-State Constituent:(s)
(~)(s)., and USA Nurses Overseas

Other nationa1 nursing
organizations that meet NOLF

- The ANA Bylaws be changed to define the individual lllellbership of st:ate

Coastituent(s) (OSANOC(s))
are ARA constituents~

criteria are organizational
members.

2. Constituent
bers have delegates
at large. proportional delegate
representation., and votes in the
AHA Bouse of Delegates.

Organizational members have
one representative (BN) and
one vote per organization in
ANA House of Delegates.

l. Individual mesbers of constituent

Organizational representatives are not eligible to
hold office in ANA.

organizations are eligible to hold
office in ANA.

4. AHA delegates representing

constituents are eligible to vote
for AHA. offices.

S. Individual

meabers of constituent
organizations qualify for elected
and appointed office., and for
appointment to task forces and
other ad hoc groups.

Organizational delegates are
not eligible to vote for ANA
offices.

nurses' associations as RNs.

- The AMA Bylaws be changed to provide for a mechanism and specified criteria
to pemit organizational IElllherships within state nurses' associations.
Such organizations may include National Student Nurses Association (NSHA)
constituent state student nurses associations., specialty nursing
organizations. associate nurse organizations., and other organizational
members approved through the DW"Cbanisa and criteria provided for in the ANA
Bylaws. The rights., privileges. and responsibilities of such organizational

rf
I

t

1
i

l
•

I

Organizational members pay
an organizational fee.

7. Tbe AHA Board of Directors grants
constituent status.

The AHA Board of Directors

grants organizational membership
status.

- The 'ARA Bylaws be changed to allow for:

o A representative froa the federal nursing services., vho holds membership
in an ANA constituent., to have a seat and vote in the AHA House of
Delegates.

members will be prescribed by the SHA and limited to the state level of the

association.

On Control of Standards of Nursing Practice:
COAR reco11DDends that:

Reference Groups {ANA r.ouncils).

- The AHA Bylaws be changed to allow ANA councils that meet the Horsing
Organization Liaison l/'ornm (NOLF) criteria to be eligible for a seat and
vote in the ANA House of Delegates and eligible to participate in NOLF.

Organizational representatives (RNs) qualify for
appointment to task forces
and other ad hoc groups.

6. Constituent organintions pay full
dues assessaent.

0

recommends that:

I. .
I
l

i·-

L

Nati~ nursing specialty organizations to have i,lput to the Congress of
Nu.rsmg Practice.

- In view of the stronger role and increased autonmay proposed for councils.,
the ANA Board of Directors reassess guidelines for the estahlistwmt and
maintenance of councils and reviev the esisti.ng councils accoriingly.
- In view of the foregoing changes and any other changes rec-e,...11.:Jed by COAR
and accepted by the AHA House of Delegates related to standard setting.,

practice and education., the governance structure of ARA responsible for
establishing standards of practice and education be clearly identified., and
the means of interacting with extenial reference groups (e.g. national
specialty organizations) for collaboration in the setting of standards be
reassessed and clarified.

On Control of Standards of Nursing Practice: Reference GrolJ1)S (Nationa1
Specialty Nursing Organizations), COAR recommends that:
- The AHA Bylaws be changed to allov for a new category of organizational
membership at the national level that would enroapass national specialty
nursing organizations and that would be differentiated froa constituent
meabersbip in the following ways:

s
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o Organizational. .-bers 1f01l1.d be those national nursing organizations that
8!!et: the Nursing Organization Liaison Forum criteria •
o These organizations would have one representative (RN) and one vote per
oqani.z.ation in tbe AHA House of Delegates.
·
o Organizational representatives would not be eligible to hold office in the
Aaerican Nurses• Association.
o Organizational de]egates vould not be. eligible to vote for ANA offices.
o Organizational representatives (BHs) vould qualify for appointment to task
forces and other ad hoc groups.
o Organizational
be-s vould pay an organizational fee.
o '!be AHA Board of Directors would grant organizational membership status.
- '1be AHA Board of Directors expand and accelerate efforts to establish
contracts for service and joint ventures between ANA and nationa1 nursing

specialty organizations.

On Dues/Incentives/Other

Revenues, COAR recommends that:

- The dues assesseen~ be set at a level sufficient to f1md the core mission
activities and growth activities central to that mission identified by the
ANA eo--ission on Organizational Assessment and Renewal.

l
i

On Governance, COAR

r
l

reconnnends that:

- The AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for two congresses of equivalent stature:
a Congress of Nursing Practice and a Congress on NuTsing Econo•k:s. to focus
on long range policy development essential to the lllission of tbe
association,. on the development and adoption of standards,. and on the
developamt and evaluation of programs in their functional areas of
expertise. The functions of prior ANA cabinets and ~ t t e e s that have
becoae generic,. e.g. educ.a.tion,. service, research, human rights and ethics,.
will be reflected in the functions and the expertise of the Congress of
Nursing Practice and the Congress on Nursing Economics. The ~ r s of
ANA's congresses will be composed of a combination of elected and appointed

officials.

- The governance structure reflect that the strategic plan adopted by the ANA
House of Delegates drives the work of the association., and that the ANA
Board of Directors,. using the congresses as long-range policy development
vehicles and a series of ad hoc structures to manage sbort-tena issues,.
prepares relevant proposals to go forward to the AMA House of Delegates for
action. (This procedure will render resolutions redundant. Resolutions
shou1d therefore be eliminated and emergency reports and main motions,. etc.
be used to bring new business forward through the Reference Coaaittee
process.)
- The AHA Bylaws be changed to allow for a structural mini.mml vith further
detail encompass~d in operating rules.

- "l1le. AHA Board of Direct.ors proceed to implement corporate structural
changes that vill enhance the generation of non-dues revenue. This shoul~
include i
dht-.e evaluation of the feasibility of a separate, free standing
entity vith the appropriate governance structure.

- The ballot for ANA Board of Direct:ors be constnic.t:ed to guarantee regional
representation aud staff nurse representation on the AHA Board of Directors.

- A special task force be formed by the AHA president and Constituent .Forum

- The AHA Board of Directors, CoaDittee on Coaaittees and state nurses'

- 'lbe AHA Bylaws be changed to broaden the federation to include new
c:aostituent(s) as 'lftll as organizational members.

- A motion be brought before the AHA House of De1egates to pJ:OVide for
biennial DEetings of the House of Delegates,. and further that

chairperson to determne incentive programs that can be implemented
i
diately to enable SNAs to increase neahership in their organizations.

SRA/ANA Business Arrangements Task J'orce assess and advise on a two tier
dues fonmla in an effort to enhance neahership. One assessment would
support core and growth activities to fulfill the mission of~- _TJ_ie
second assess-en• would facilitate the purchase of packages of ind:i:ndua1
-•be~r benefits froa an array of national products and services.

- 'lbe

7

associations ensure appointment of staff nurse representatives across the
association.

- A separate motion be brought: before the House of Delegates to reduce the
size of the present house by a total of ten peEcent. guaranteeing basic

representation of all constituent ambers vith a •:in;-. of tvo delegate
seats, the rest to be apportioned according to cunent policy. Any seats in
the House of Delegates for representatives from other national nursing
organizations would be in addition to this number assigned for constituent
membership.
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On

Structure and :Financing of ANA• s Credentialing Programs. COAR reconnnends

- The ANA Board of Directors establish a separately incorporated center
tlu:ough which ANA would sei:ve its own credentialing programs.

1) Tbe Aaerican Nurses' Association vill retain the authority to set

standards for nursing education, nursing practice. and nursing service.
Tbe creclentiaUng center will be autono.arus vith respect to the
cleveloi-ent and implementation of operational policies and practices
related to credentialing,. and acc01D1table to AHA's administrative
structure in other respects.

•

2)

The center should be encouraged to liaise with other nursing
organbat:ions related to credentialing. One such venture might be the
continued publication of the registry of certified nurses.

1

3)

Tbe credentialing activities of the center should be self-sustaining.

I

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Tbe ARA Board of Directors strengthen ANA's relationship with the National
Coancil of State Boards of Nursing for the purpose of engaging in joint

research,. service. human rights and ethics; the Institute of SHA Collective
Bargaining Programs be made up of one official elected from each of those
SNAs with collective bargaining programs.
j

i
On Relationships/Linkages vith Other National Organizations, COAR recommends

}

j •

r

projects and developing joint positions.

I

ANA Bylaws be

changed to create a Congress on Nursing Economics to focus
on a) long range policy development essential to the mission of the
association and b) the development of standards and programs for economic
and general welfare. and further ..

- Tbe

- The AHA Bylaws be changed to create an Institute of SNA Collective

Bargaining Px:ograas and a Comission on Economic and Professional Security
to vork through the Congress on Nursing Economics to address the
profession's labor relations,. economic and work place concerns.

- The aeabership of ANA's Congress on Nursing Econmai.cs be composed of a
combination of elected and appointed officials who collectively represent
required areas of economic expertise mid the generic strands of education.

- The ANA Board of Directors,. with the National Student Nurses Association
(NSNA),. provide for the representation of NSNA in the ANA House of Delegates
without: a vot:e.

- The ANA Board of Directors plan for regular. concuxzent
meetings of the leadership of ANA and NSNA.

and interactive

new mechanisms to cultivate,. socialize. and professinnaJize nursing students
for active roles in the professional association.

The ANA Constituent Assembly,. with the National Student Nurses Association,.
develop a mechanism to provide for the representation of NSNA in the ANA
Constituent Assembly.

and nursing services.

Structure and Financing of Collective Bargaining, COAR r~commends that:

organizations. especially regarding credentialing. standard setting. data
bases. and continuing education.

- The ANA Board of Directors work jointly vith NSNA to develop and implement

- .Representatives of the ANA Board of Directors meet with representatives of
tlae Board of Directors of the National League for Nursing for the 8%plicit
purpose of iaplea!.llt:ing joint ventures in accreditation of nursing education

On

- The ANA Board of Directors e%pand and accelerate the implementation of joint
projects,. ventures,. coalitions and liaisons between ANA and other nursing

,I

- The ANA Board of
organizations to
in the ANA House
implications for

Directors invite discussion vith other national nursing
explore interest in nursing organizations holding a seat
of Delegates including discussion of the fiscal
such seats.

- The ANA Board of Directors maintain and expand liaison and coalitional
relationships with relevant: non-nursing national organizations.
- The ANA Bylaws be changed to allow for representation of the federal nursing
services in the ANA Bouse of Delegates!!!!;!! a vote.

ANA Board of Directors initiate discuss,on regarding establisla!Dt of
corporate model relationships with other national DD:rSing organi:rnt-.ions for
general purposes and/or specific functions.

- The
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f

Bylaws COAR Recommends that:

On

- 'Die folloving definitions of "bylaws" and "policy/operating rule" be adopted
by the organi r-ation:
.

J'

lt '

i.

J

1.

definition of the purposes and :functions of the American Nurses'
Association;

2.

definition of the members of the American Nurses Association;

3.

provision for financing the organization;

4.

provision for governance of the organization;

S. provision of a process to amend the bylaws;
6.

I

definition of the pv-Jiamentary authority by which the association will

be governed.

- And.that any furtbe~ explication of the bylaws be accomplished through
pohcy{ies)/ operat:mg rules adopted by the organization through the ANA
Board of Directors or Bouse of Delegates and that they contain:

Mandatory

Ell!llellts

o

clearly t:ract back t:o bylaws purpose or function

o

describe how policy is c.uc-m~icated
11

and hov of the conduct of association business and activities.

- And t:hat all organizational policy ezpue fi"VI! years no. the date of
enact!Ent and that any policy tbat Deeds to be nat:aiuecl or i:e.vised be
returned to the originating policy waJdng body for action.

r

•I -

J

The diagram that follows reflects the ANA organizational structure as proposed
in COAR recoDDDendations and points of clarification.

.-.
1,

- COAR further re«:OffllDPDds t.hat'the ANA Bylaws include on1y the following
eleaents:

f

o aay contain procedure/pmcess by defining the vho. what. where. vhm.

lI

A docnment(s) that explicates the purposes and functions set forth in the
bylaws; articulates a position of the organization; or provides for the
implementation oft.he bylaws. Policies are adopted and changed by the
accountable authority in the organization. Policies are.changed by majority
vote. Policies clarify lines of authority and accountability.

l

lI

rt

Policy/Operating Rule

'

o aay describe mlationships

.-

'the dc,ruwot: that defines. the organization based upon the articles of
incoxporatian (aaae., bmD., and purpose or mission). The document is adopted
by the highest authority in the organization and requires previous notice to
the
bership for amendment. Bylaws are amended by a t:vo-thirds vot:e.
Bylaws define lines of authority and accountability.

Penti.ssive Elemmts

f,
f
i,

r
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ANA Organizational Structure
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1National Nursing Organization~ thal m~el crileria lor organizational membership•.
2Represenlalive ol Federal Nursing Services and National Student Nurses Assoc1at1on.
3Representatives of ANA Councils that meet crileria.
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